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I feel honoured to have been given the opportunity by the Committee Members to collate this Newsletter. I thank the Committee for their support and encouragement, kind
words, tips and importantly for their articles.
It also goes without saying, that I would like to thank everyone else who has contributed an article. The Newsletter would not exist if members did not share their interests,
knowledge, passions and obsessions.
Do inform the Newsletter of anything that may be of interest to other members i.e. interesting books or reference material, scientific instruments, relevant websites, study
days attended or just the unusual and bizarre. The only restriction is that it has to be
related to Natural History. The length of your comments or observation can vary from a
few of lines to a couple sides of A4. The new format will allow flexibility in the size of
articles with the option of colour pictures! So I look forward to receiving your contributions for the next Newsletter which will be a very special event as it will be the 100th
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Please do not hesitate to get in touch, if you have any ideas or just want to voice your
likes or dislikes, feedback is vitally important.
Finally, I am indebted to Maggie Frankum in giving her time and sharing her invaluable
experience, helpful tips and digital template of previous Newsletters.

The copy date for the 100th edition is 31st January 2015

With this edition of the Newsletter we welcome a new editor, Pouran Khodabakhsh,
with the promise to give her all the support that we as members can offer. We must

ure she has selflessly edited Newsletters which have both entertained and informed,
and, at a time of dwindling membership when articles have been increasingly difficult
to obtain from the membership, she ensured the continuance of the Newsletter. Our
thanks seem hardly sufficient when compared with this achievement.

A wild flower walk in Sheepy Wood-26th April 2014: Richard Iliffe
Fifteen Section members assembled at Burbage Common Visitor Centre, where the early arrivals enjoyed tea and
cakes. The afternoon weather forecast had promised heavy showers and there were some ominous black clouds
overhead as we set off, but happily we enjoyed warm sunshine throughout our walk.
Spring flowers look so much better in the sun, and there can be few better sights than the swathes of Bluebells below
the emerging fresh green leaves of the trees that greeted us as we entered the wood. There was some debate
about the mature trees in this north-east corner. Most of them appeared to be elms with quite small leaves. The fact
that they looked very healthy suggested that they could possibly be a hybrid form with some resistance to Dutch Elm
Disease, though this is just supposition.
Wood Anemones were in flower, though most were past their best, and we noted occasional plants of Greater Stitchwort, and a group of Sweet Woodruff in just one location. I was able to point out a few Moschatel plants, also known
as Town Hall Clock because the florets at the head of the upright stem face four ways, with a fifth pointing upwards. I
thought I knew the only two locations of this plant in Sheepy Wood but keen-eyed Section members found several
more. Soon after we saw clusters of the pale green leaves of Wood Sorrel, with flowers just appearing. These
plants are found only on the eastern side of the wood so maybe they respond to specific light conditions.
So far the dominant flower colours had been blue or white, but here and there we noticed the lovely pink flowers of
Crab Apple. These small trees are quite unobtrusive and they only come to notice when in flower, or when fruiting
later in the year. Yellow was represented by just a few plants of Yellow Archangel. It grows in some abundance in
parts of the Burbage Wood complex but appears to be scarce in Sheepy Wood. Later on we found masses of Lesser
Celandine, but these were all in the southern part of the wood, near the railway line. Here the trees are trimmed
back for the rail authorities and the sun streams in through a more open canopy, which may account for their presence. It was here also that we found Common Dog Violets, with their pale notched flower spur, and we were able to
compare them with flowers of the Early Dog Violet which have a darker un-notched spiky spur.
At the south-east corner of the wood we diverted onto the grassy area of Burbage Common where Adder’s Tongue
Fern has been recorded in the past. We could not find any leaf blades or fruiting spikes but this may have been because we were too early, or possibly they have succumbed to the regular mowing regime that has been introduced to
parts of the Common. The patch of Spiny Rest Harrow that grew here has certainly been mown out. For several
years the mowers skirted the plants, then the inevitable happened and the contractor’s mowers went over them. The
spot has been mowed regularly ever since so the plants are unlikely to return. We recorded several spikes of Field
Horsetail in this area, but that was small consolation.
The western side of Sheepy Wood is adjacent to the local golf course, which provided background sounds of golf
balls being struck and occasional cries of “Fore”. Here we enjoyed the lovely flowers of Water Avens. These were at
their best and looking good enough to grace any garden. The related Wood Avens, or Herb Bennet was also there in
some profusion but not yet in flower. There was debate about whether we were looking at the hybrid form of these
two plants, but my own view, admittedly non-specialist, is that the hybrids flower later in the year as I recall seeing
them in mid-summer. The hybrid flower is even more attractive, being larger and tinged apricot pink, whereas those
we observed were predominantly yellow.
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It was in this same area that Alexanders was recorded, just coming into flower. This plant is becoming widespread in
this part of Sheepy Wood. About fifteen years ago a local ‘naturalist’ brought seeds back from the east coast and
spread them through parts of Sheepy Wood, thinking to ‘improve’ the habitat. Surprisingly the plants appear to be
very happy in our acid to neutral clay soils and they are spreading to new areas of the wood.
In the central area there is a group of mature Wild Cherry trees, beautiful at this time of year as they were all in full
flower, though the blossom was way above our heads. The trees all seem to be of similar age, and a number have
fallen in gales in recent years. There were some young healthy saplings nearby but there are few, if any, of an intermediate age. Maybe they need a gap in the canopy for the young trees to become established.
As will be obvious from these notes our walk concentrated very much on wild flowers and a comprehensive list was
made for Section records. We were perhaps lacking in expertise in insects and invertebrates, and we had no enthusiastic birdwatcher with us. I was given two small specimens of the Yellow Field Cap toadstool collected from the
grass of Burbage Common, and there were several good examples of King Alfred’s Cakes growing on fallen ash
wood, but otherwise I saw few fungi. Of the birds, a few Blackcaps were singing, plus an occasional Robin and
Blackbird, and just one Song Thrush. I also heard a distant Chiffchaff, and the calls of a Great Spotted Woodpecker.
We ended the walk after two hours in the wood, and members were able to enjoy more tea and cakes at the Visitor
Centre before heading home. Arguably this is the best time of the year to be out and about in the countryside, with
so much to see and the promise of even more to come. It gave us an excellent start to the Section summer programme.

Some pictures of the Sheepy Wood taken by Pouran Khodabakhsh
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Weather summary: Tim Hartshorne
Measurements from vantage pro2 weather station and cross checked with local Met Office data.
lowest of -2.6 0C on the 1st. Al-

February 2014

May 2014

though less windy than February a
February was a generally wet and
unsettled month with 46 mm of rain
recorded by my weather station.
Low pressure dominated with an
average pressure of 997.4mb and
a ‘low’ low of 967mb recorded on
the 14th and the wind gusting to
35mph. The highest wind speed
th

was recorded on the 15 at
41mph. The wind direction was
predominately from the SSW. Although wet and blustery Leicestershire was unseasonably warm with
a maximum temperature of 12 0C
th

recorded on the 20 and a mini0

mum of only -1.9 C recorded on
the 10th. On the whole Leicestershire fared much better than large
parts of the country, especially the
South West, which experienced
severe flooding. There was also
the striking image of the collapse

maximum gust of 35mph was reth

corded on the 20 .

April 2014
April was the month of Sahara
dust, pollution and poor air quality.
Southerly winds carried large
amounts of sand and dust from the
Northwest Sahara that was deposited during rain showers leaving a
thin layer of dust on outside surfaces such as cars and windowsills. This also coincided with high
pollution levels from Europe. The
Department for Food, Agriculture &
Rural Affairs issued health warnings with high levels of nitrous dioxide and sulphur dioxide recorded. Visibility was reduced in
larger cities such as London. Air
quality was poor in Leicester.

Another warmer than average
month with a mean temperature of
12.8 0C. The maximum recorded
temperature was 25 0C on the 18th
and 19th and the lowest of -1 on
the 3rd. The maximum wind gust of
29 mph was recorded on the 10th.
There were showers in the first
part of the month between the 5th
and 13th followed by several days
of strong sunshine with high solar
energy readings. However, a lowpressure system on the 22nd delivered over 24 mm of rain. Further
showers over the next 8 days heralded some slightly cooler temperatures but the month ended on
a dry note with rising pressure.
Total rainfall for the month was
high at 105mm. Overall, the mild
temperatures, relatively, high rainfall and plenty of sunshine saw

of the sea wall at Dawlish leaving

April was overall a warm month,

Leicestershire in all its green and

the railway line to Cornwall sus-

being the fifth in a row with UK

blooming spring glory.

pended in mid-air.

temperatures above average. The

March 2014
In contrast to February, March
proved to be a quieter month with
less rain, 33.4mm in total. As the
month progressed periods of high
pressure dominated with plenty of
winter sunshine. An average of
1013mb was recorded for the
month. A high temperature of 18.9
0

C was recorded on the 9th and the
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mean temperature was approximately 10 0C with a maximum of
20 0C recorded on the 21st and
30th. The lowest temperature was
0.3 0C recorded on 15th. There was
very little frost in Leicestershire
and some good spells of sunshine
enabling spring to get off to an
early start. Rainfall was fairly low
with 23mm recorded for the month.

Right: Cumulus cloud

Weather continued

June 2104

July 2014

The first few days of the June were fine but the 4th saw

July was the eighth consecutive month with above aver-

low pressure and over 15mm of rain. Air pressure in-

age temperatures and it was generally hot and humid.

th

creased from the 11 and the weather remained settled

The mean was 18.6 0C with a high of 29.5 0C on the 18th

over the next couple of weeks, which was probably not

and a low of 8 0C on the 2nd. The month started fine with

appreciated by hay fever suffers. A maximum tempera-

high pressure but a rapid fall in pressure over the 4th and

ture of 25 0C was recorded on the 22nd and 23rd and the

5th led to some showers and slightly cooler temperatures.

lowest of 5 0C on the 5th and 6th. Being the month of the

The windiest day was on the 9th with a gust of 26mph.

Glastonbury festival it is no surprise the end of the month

The month continued without any significant weather un-

saw further significant rainfall with 18.7mm falling on the

til the 18th and 19th when thundery showers produced

27th. The mean temperature for June was recorded as

over 8mm. The rest of the month was warm and gener-

0

16 C . The wind tended to be stronger in the earlier part

ally dry until a day of showers on the 31st.

of the month with a maximum recorded gust of 25mph.

Rowan Roenisch: Annual Botanic Garden Plant Sale and Family Day
29 June 2014
I wonder how many natural history section members are

Beekeepers, Leicester Tortoise Society, Animal Rescue,

Friends or regularly visit the University of Leicester Bo-

Leicester Organic Gardening Group, Heritage Apple Pro-

tanic Gardens, Glebe Road, Leicester. There is much to

ject, Cactus and Succulents Group and Master Compos-

interest natural history section members not least be-

ters. Alongside these are various recycling, renewable

cause of the diverse range of plants which attract many

energy and environmental charities plus many arts and

insects, birds and animals. Free throughout the year to

crafts groups including a youth band. There is also the

visit in working hours, the garden also has an annual

annual sculpture exhibition.

Open Day around the first Sunday in July to raise money
for its maintenance, development and education programmes.

My favourites are the stalls of specialist plant nurseries
from around the region which fill The Knoll lawn. It is
now the only place I regularly buy my garden plants and

The Open Day or as it is now called ‘Garden Plant Sale

it’s without having to travel far or do any homework to

and Family Day’ is a fun day for all the family with lots to

find particular growers. The plants always have reason-

captivate children and excellent refreshments. There are

able prices (unlike the big garden centres) and stall hold-

innumerable stalls many linked to natural history inter-

ers give sound cultivation advice. The specialist nurser-

ests.

ies also have sales at the Botanic Gardens in the autumn

A changing array of organisations come to the Open Day
to promote their campaigns and work including the
Leicestershire & Rutland Wildlife Trust, the RSPB, the

and spring. And of course, to top it all there are the wonderful gardens to walk around. Plenty then to inspire,
challenge and engage with.

Bumblebee Conservation Trust, Leicestershire & Rutland
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Owston Woods: Russell Parry
Owston Woods is Leicestershire’s largest semi-natural ancient woodland. It is a Site of Special Scientific Interest
which is divided into 6 compartments varying from 13 to 38 hectares each. Compartment 1 is to the east of Owston
Wood Road. The other 5 are between this and Whatborough Road. The total area is 137 hectares, about half a
square mile. It is owned and managed by the Forestry Commission. It is a deciduous woodland. The Forestry Commission has recently removed most of the planted conifers although a few remain, the most invasive of which
spreads by seed – the Western Red-cedar (Thuja plicata). There is a section of planted Beech (Fagus sylvatica)
wood, but much is Pedunculate Oak (Quercus robur) woodland and there is evidence of coppicing, a little of which,
near the tracks, is ongoing. There are access gates at the far Western end (Whatborough Road) and along Owston
Wood Road, making it possible to traverse the entire woods from east to west, a distance of about a mile and a half.
A public footpath (part of the Leicestershire Round) bisects the woods from North to South, but this can be extremely
muddy. Even when wearing wellington boots, extreme caution is needed! Wellingtons are also recommended for the
East-West route. There is a photograph on the web suggesting that the tracks are very overgrown. Some are, but
perhaps because of the conifer clearing, there is now an open, very wide, East-West track. Apart from the public
footpath, access is not encouraged. During my 4 hour visit in May, I saw no other human.
My renewed acquaintance has come about because of the Leicestershire and Rutland Ornithological Society’s
(LROS) ‘Adopt a Woodland’ scheme. This ‘kills two birds with one stone’ for LROS which would like more bird records from the 2 counties’ woodlands and also wishes to encourage more members to report sightings. When I found
that Owston Woods were still available, I jumped at the chance to ‘birdwatch’ by ear and botanise by eye. My first
visit in early May 2014, was most enjoyable. The sun shone, the woodland flowers were at their peak and most birds
were busy holding their territories with easily recognisable song and calls.
As is so often the case in woodland, the Wren (Troglodytes troglodytes) territories were the most numerous with their
raucous song claiming at least 18. Chiffchaffs (Phylloscopus collybita) were clearly at home with 15 territories. Blackbird (Turdus merula), Blackcap (Sylvia atricapilla) and Robin (Erithacus rubecula) claimed 11-12 each, and 7-8 territories each were claimed by Blue Tit (Parus caeruleus), Great Tit (Parus major), Garden Warbler (Sylvia borin), Song
Thrush (Turdus philomelos) and Woodpigeon (Columba palumbus). Carrion Crow (Corvus corone), Goldcrest
(Regulus regulus), Great Spotted Woodpecker (Dendrocopus major) & Nuthatch (Sitta europaea) held 2 or 3 each.
Willow Warbler (Phylloscopus trochilus) and Mistle Thrush (Turdus viscivorus) held one apiece, and single sighting/
hearings were Bullfinch (Pyrrhula pyrrhula), Buzzard (Buteo buteo), Long-tailed Tit (Aegithalos caudatus), Stock
Dove (Columba oenas), Jay (Garrulus glandarius) and Tawny Owl (Strix aluco). A visit on a warm mid-May evening
revealed no roding Woodcock (Scolopax rusticola), although 5 were reported in 2006.
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Impact of recent rainfall on Charity Fields: Nick Crowley
Charity Fields is a Local Wildlife Site in the parish of Des-

flooding was common in the last two winters. This re-

ford. Being on the eastern side of England and therefore

sulted in the floodplain being inundated for weeks at a

in the rain shadow, it is in a drier part of the country. The

time but more unusual was the long period of flooding in

average annual rainfall for S.W. Leicestershire is less

the summer of 2012.

than 625 mm. Following a very dry winter, the soil moisture deficit figure in March 2012 was between 50 and
70% of normal. This had followed a 2011 rainfall average
of below 65% of the average. The dry conditions leading
up to March 2012 had resulted in the loss of Caltha palustris (Marsh-marigold) from the flood plain meadows.
But 2012 turned out to be the second wettest on record
with April plus 48%, June plus 103% and July plus 48%
of the average. Rainfall figures for 2013 were normal,
however the winter of 2013/14 was the wettest on record
for England as a whole. In Leicestershire the rainfall was
less extreme but from December 2013 to February 2014
there was a third more rainfall than the average.

Excessive moisture in the soil decreases oxygen levels,
impedes respiration in the roots leading to the build up of
carbon dioxide, methane and nitrogen gases. Roots suffer and die. Toxic compounds like ethanol and hydrogen
sulphide can build up in the soil and damage plants.
Some plants have increased as a result of the wet winters. This spring there is a great deal of Cardamine pratensis (Cuckooflower) and Saxifraga granulate (Meadow
Saxifrage) is increasing. Fortuitously we chose this winter
to plant a 150 metres of new hedge comprising Quercus
robur (Oak), Acer campestre (Field Maple), Cornus sanguinea (Dogwood), Rosa canina (Dog-rose), Corylus
avellana (Hazel), Malus sylvestris (Crab Apple) and Cretaegus monogyna (Hawthorn). The site of the hedge was
well drained, planting was easy in the mild winter and the
moisture in the ground is leading to the whips getting
away well.

The pond on the edge of the copse had been dry for several years but as the watertable rose in 2012 the pond
refilled but was again dry by mid summer 2013. This
summer the pond is very full. Rothley Brook which flows
along the N.W. boundary of the site responds very rapidly to heavy rainfall in the upper catchment. Winter
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Manx Notes: Jenny Harris
In February 2006, Leicestershire and Rutland Wildlife Trust purchased a group of hardy Manx Loghtan sheep, 10 in
all, to act as a small flying flock to graze some of our east Leicestershire and Rutland grasslands. Although I had
asked for ewes and wethers (castrated males) to my consternation the sheep that arrived included four intact rams;
the owner was having to send unsold sheep for slaughter and I suspect he had a sentimental attachment to this macho quartet. However, there were times when this made life rather difficult for us, as the rams had to be kept separate from the females, or they mated with the ewes and fought with each other. Within a few days the ewes gave
birth, again an unforeseen event, and the group became a small flock of 15 sheep, the practical management of the
flock being carried out by a local farmer.
Over the next four years, the rams succumbed one by
one – to falling in the flooded river at Ketton, to possible concussion from all that head-banging, and to that
mysterious state that sheep have of looking fine one
day and being found dead the next. By the time I
took over management of the flock in 2008, only 11
ewes and wethers were left, so a further 10 sheep
(six Hebrideans {black ones} and four Manx {brown
ones}) were bought from a neighbouring wildlife trust.
Another nine Manx were acquired in January 2011.
The very first thing I discovered was that the sheep
could not be driven except with dogs, which we did
not have. A morning with six of us running up and down Lower Priory field in Ketton to get them into the corral soon
showed us that. So we trained them to come to a bucket of sheep nuts which has worked more or less well since
those early days. Offers to help “round up” the sheep are kindly meant but rarely appreciate that the Manx in particular will simply charge back at you if they feel disinclined to be penned in. To reinforce the point, one day a large fiveyear-old male turned and charged a group of a dozen volunteers that were driving the sheep along a narrow track
towards the trailer. He quickly identified the weakest volunteer, jumped straight at her and escaped back down the
path. He also sailed effortlessly over several four-foot high fences and disappeared into nearby woodland. We
never did catch him.
Managing the flock followed a steep learning curve that is barely levelling out to this day. However, the longer I
study the Manx Loghtans, the more fascinating I find them, although they are definitely more complex creatures than
the Hebrideans. The Manx have strangely un-sheep-like eyes, rather orange in colour, with pupils that can narrow to
slits in strong light. They have a way of looking at you, as though they can see right through whatever you are planning next. They come when called, but most won’t allow you to touch them, although there are several that actively
seek close contact, enjoying having their head and nose scratched. One Manx, who had to be kept “banged up” in
the stable for treatment of dermatitis on its stomach, touchingly still comes to have its ears and tummy rubbed.
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Some of the sheep are quite sedate, others are great jumpers, with no
respect for fences. Once when I needed to keep a sheep in the stable
for treatment, I put a friend with it as they are known to pine when isolated. I went off to fetch some Ash and Ivy as fodder; returning 20 minutes later I found the stable empty, the sheep placidly grazing nearby.
Caring for the sheep involves keeping an eye out for signs of ill-health
or lameness, catching them for worming, shearing and later when the
wool begins to re-grow, spraying them to prevent flies laying their eggs
in the wool (fly strike). Farmers say that sheep are born to go lame or
die. In the six years I have been managing our semi-wild sheep two of
the old ewes from the original flock have had to be put down and one
Bank Holiday I made the shocking discovery of one of our younger
Manxes dead and partially eaten by (presumably) wild animals. With
such a small flock each animal is known as an individual, and these deaths are sad occasions.
The sheep are here to help manage some of our most species-rich reserves and it is always a joy to watch them
gleefully rush round when arriving at a new site, like children at a buffet party, picking Bramble leaves here, a bit of
Hogweed there and flowers from Willowherb. The quarry reserves of Bloody Oaks, Ketton and Stonesby particularly
benefit as the sheep eat coarse herbs, grasses and nettles. Watching their gustatory choices is fascinating: they
don’t like Meadow Crane’s-bill, but they delicately pick the new Hawthorn shoots, adore Hogweed and sometimes
even chew dead sticks.
Various people have helped with the sheep project and it has been a pleasure to work with colleagues Chris Hill, Katie Field, John Bristow and Fran Payne. Also, we could not manage without volunteers Derek Peet, Jools Partridge
and the gang of sheep-watchers at Ketton and Stonesby. When I took over shepherding the Trust’s sheep it was
with much misgiving, and I still feel like an amateur, but it has also been, surprisingly, a hugely fulfilling part of my
work as a conservation officer.

The joint lecture with the Parent body
As the days draw in, we can start to look forward to the winter lectures organised by
Jan Dawson (President).
The Joint Parent Body (Lit and Phil) and Natural History Section Meeting:
Title:

Flying In The Face Of Adversity by Dr. Erica McAlaister

Date:

Monday 9th March 2014 at 7.30 p.m.

Venue :

Art Gallery, New Walk Museum, Leicester

The parent body meetings are held on Mondays (fortnightly). For further information
visit: www2.le.ac.uk/hosted/litandphil
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The Queen and an Empress visit Queninborough:
John and Shelagh Tinning
It was a chilly April morning. We opened our moth trap

tograph I had taken was that of Bombus pascuo-

and found a large, rather torpid, bumblebee resting

rum, and that the newly emerged queen was probably

amongst the old egg boxes that offer safe roosting spots

seeking a nest site when she entered our trap.

for the moths. She hardly protested at all when I offered
her a large soft paint brush to clamber onto, merely raising a couple of legs. The trap had been empty the previous evening and she must have been attracted by the
light during the night. She was cold and short of fuel, so
we took her inside and prepared a restorative mix of
tepid water and honey on a plate. Her long brown proboscis quickly located the sweet smear and eagerly siphoned up the liquid for several minutes. Almost immediately she became more active and we took her outside and gently placed her on a flowering heather plant
in a sunny, sheltered spot in the garden. She busily explored several flowers and then flew strongly away. It
was all very satisfactory and the episode made a perfect
start to our day. Maggie later confirmed that the pho-

Three days later, I was absent-mindedly writing down
the notes as Shelagh carefully explored the egg boxes
inside our moth trap, when there was a sharp intake of
breath and an exclamation of intense surprise. I anticipated an early Lime Hawk Moth or perhaps even an
Elephant Hawk Moth, both of which always delight my
wife. “Look at this!”, Shelagh whispered as she turned
over the egg box. There, to my complete astonishment
was a female Emperor Moth. She was a fine condition
with hardly a blemish on her wings. The beautiful eyespots were attractive and unmistakable. I was also only
too aware, that this was not an everyday occurrence in
VC55. We did not dare disturb her. One of Shelagh’s
very large freezer boxes was lined with tissue paper,
moistened in one corner and the egg box was transferred to in intact. Then it was placed in a quiet shady
corner where noise and disturbance would be minimal. I
rushed indoors to telephone Adrian Russell, the Lepidoptera Recorder for Leics. He confirmed that this
was the first record of an Emperor Moth in VC55
since 2008, and asked if we could retain the moth overnight so that he could see it. I usually photograph most
specimens of new moth species that occur in the garden, but occasionally they fly away and, therefore, on
this occasion, I did not dare take the risk. When Adrian
duly arrived we opened the box and were surprised and
delighted to see that the Empress was busy laying the
last of two large clusters of light green eggs, which were
glued to the side of the box. These are now being
looked after by Adrian and the larvae will, in due course,
be released at suitable locations in Queniborough parish. Perhaps the descendants of the Empress will visit
us again in subsequent seasons?
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The Emperor Moth found by John and Shelagh Tinning was
confirmed and photographed by Adrian Russell

New Sawfly for VC55 at Beacon Hill: Steve Woodward

While checking a rare plant at Beacon Hill, Lesser Skullcap, I
found a caterpillar resembling a domino, feeding on its leaves. It
turned out to be the larva of a sawfly Athalia scutellariae. It is evidently a first for Leics. and uncommon nationally. The larvae are
pretty much specific to Scutellaria spp. I thank Dave Nicholls
(county co-ordinator, Symphyta) and Guy Knight (Symphyta
specialist, World Museum, Liverpool) for the identification.

Please do write and inform other members of your new recording for VC55
The list of local recorders can be found in the Recorder magazine
Edition No. 10 2014 Cost £5 Now available from :
LRWT Office
Rutland Bird Watching Centre
Editor Steve Woodward
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Summary of a Talk ‘Lichens, silent witnesses to Chernobyl’
Dr. John Bailey
The Society of Biology East Midlands Charter lec-

however, this was all exported and highly polluting

ture entitled ‘Lichens, silent witnesses to Cherno-

‘brown coal’ was burnt instead.

byl’ was given by Professor Mark Seaward, honorary professor at Bradford and Lincoln universities,
in the Frank & Katherine May lecture theatre of the
University of Leicester on May 8th.

This research led to the production of a baseline for
background radiation in Polish lichens, which was to
prove invaluable when a few years later the meltdown
occurred at Chernobyl.

This is a classic case of a

Older members of the audience were somewhat dis-

study undertaken purely out of academic interest,

concerted to learn that the events at Chernobyl oc-

which subsequently acquired a vital application. Such

curred the best part of 30 years ago! Professor Sea-

‘Blue Sky’ research is regrettably very rare with current

ward established his protocols for the study of heavy

UK research funding arrangements. During questions

metal uptake by lichens around the steelworks at Scun-

there was a lively debate on Biology teaching in British

thorpe when it was still running at full blast. In those

Universities, and fears were expressed that the current

early days as much as 0.5kg of lichen was required to

emphasis on molecular approaches at the expense of

establish the composition and quantities of heavy met-

more traditional whole organism approaches, could

als. He emphasised the need for correct identification

lead to a situation where research such as Professor

of the lichen taxa, since different taxa had different ac-

Seaward’s, would be no longer possible due to an ab-

cumulation profiles. In the late 1970’s he extended his

sence of basic taxonomical skills.

research to Soviet era Poland, where much consumption of alcohol was required to obtain access to the
samples and lubricate the wheels of bureaucracy, in a
country were even weather data was considered as
some sort of state secret. He discovered that there

Professor Seaward continues to contribute to science
and will shortly be visiting Fukushima in Japan to advise on the establishment of similar protocols for monitoring radiation levels.

was a major increase in the radioactivity of Polish lichen with altitude. Most of this would have come from
coal burnt in power stations, which was initially surprising since Poland had large deposits of high quality coal,

Predator and prey in the cooler: Ivan Pedley
I live in a cold environment by choice. Being raised in a

The benefits to me of this life style is that I rarely have

house without electricity, indoor W.C., and all the other

colds and coughs, energy bills are so low that they

comforts that most people in this country now take for

make my supplier suspect a meter by-pass, and visitors

granted has inured me to expect little more, and any-

in winter [at least regular ones] are rare!

way a genotype selected by thousands of years of evolution in northern Europe has undoubtedly set my metabolism to work effectively at temperatures well below
modern expectations.
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Non-human guests, however, seem to thrive, and I tolerate their presence, or not, depending on the inconvenience they cause me. Silver fish Lepisma saccharina, I find charming. What did a farming friend say

to me on one occasion? “A house is not a house without silver fish”! Woodlice are also common companions, but my thoughts about these are ambivalent. “No
rot in my skirting-boards,” I say to myself with little conviction-- merely the “fall out” from burning logs in an
open fire [as are queen wasps flying round my lounge
in winter]. But I still feel a little ashamed in case the
rare human visitor suspects me of inhabiting a dirty
house. However, eleven years ago a friend [female]
moved in to alleviate my unease and more than paid for
her keep in the two years she lived with me until her
death. Soon after her demise I was joined by numerous
others of her kind [both male and female], probably her

hanging in its web a few inches above.
What a joy these creatures are, they cause me no offence [although an arachnologist I know removes them
from his house because they predate upon other species of spider] and even my friends who are alarmed by
spiders seem to view them without too much disquiet—
although I have never introduced them to a large one.
Every home should have at least one and if, as might
happen, funnel web spiders Steatoda nobilis, or even
worse, try to move in, Pholcus is a very effective spider
killer and will be only too glad to lend you a hand—or
should it be a fang?

progeny, and their offspring have been part my ménage
ever since.
My friend? Pholcus phalangioides, the daddy-long-legs
spider. You will all be familiar with its morphology—
unbelievably long spindly legs out of all proportion to its
body, its unusual abdomen, and its curious habit, when
disturbed, of whiling round on a thread like a Dervish.
The females grow to about 6cm in my house [including
legs!], the males a little smaller. For their size they do
not cause me too much disquiet, perhaps because they
do not seem to move much, unlike the other big spider
which joins me in the autumn, Tegenaria domestica,
the domestic house spider. The sight of this big spider
scuttling across the living room carpet always gives me
an unwelcome “start”, and its habit of sharing my bath
inevitable leads it to being ejected from the house or
[as a naturalist I am ashamed to say] terminated!
Initially Pholcus, with a good “back to the wall” defensive strategy, commandeered corners of the room at
ceiling height, and some still do occupy this ecological
niche, but most are now found just above ground level
close to the habitat of their main prey item in my
house, Woodlice. A favourite hunting ground is under
bookcases and every couple of weeks I find the need to
hoover up a little cone of woodlice exoskeletons the tip
of which inevitably points to the causer of their demise
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A Naturalist’s Diary of a Spanish Spring: John Tinning
Dedicated to Anthea, John and Bel, without whose kindness, knowledge and skill, none of these experiences
would have been possible. We shall always be grateful for their hospitality and friendship.
April 13th. As we waited to board our ferry at Plymouth, a buzzard floated over the harbour. Immediately, this elicited an aggressive aerial response from the Herring Gulls idling around on the lookout for easy pickings around the
vehicles. Harried and flustered, the buzzard circled tightly and rose above the angry gulls. It was a light-phase bird
and it looked magnificent against the clear blue, spring sky.
April 14th. The overnight crossing of the Bay of Biscay was calm and we awoke to blue skies and a light swell. The
drive south through the Cantabrian Alps was spectacular with snow covered peaks and a rising sense of anticipation.
Our first notable Spanish bird was a Black Kite that rode a thermal just outside Reinosa. Montagu’s Harriers, Golden
Eagle, White Stork and Crested Larks quickly followed. By the time we had reached Extremadura in the early evening, we had added such exotics as Short-toed Eagle, Woodchat Shrike and Black Vulture.
April 18th. The rice paddies are dry, now that the winter rains have been
evaporated by the warming sun. Dusty trails across the flat land indicate
where tractors are busily ploughing the rich soil into which the young rice
plants will soon be set. This morning three Gull-billed Terns were trailing
one tractor, gracefully picking tasty insect morsels that had been disturbed
by the heavy machinery, occasionally swooping down to the ground. The
roof of a disused barn far out on the flat lands had a Hoopoe, inflating his
air sack and calling his name, at one corner and a gaudy Roller at the
other. The Roller jerked and twitched in flight, displaying his gorgeous
blue wings and then croaked his rather coarse song as he alighted.
April 19th. The morning was much cooler than of late and a thin mist hung over the Holm Oaks as we slowly explored a track through the dehesa in search of Woodlarks. We watched a pair of Woodchat Shrikes hawking from a
dead tree until a procession of Griffon Vultures, Black Vultures and Black Kites alerted us to a feeding frenzy ahead.
The real action was over a slight rise and out of sight, but it was thrilling to watch thirty or forty Griffons spiralling
down at speed to gain a share of the spoils. On the way home we eventually located a Woodlark quietly foraging on
the grass below a Holm Oak. Short-tailed and with a characteristic pale patch on the leading edge of the forewing,
this is a fairly common bird in the dehesa. Sadly we did not hear its wonderfully sweet song which some consider the
finest of all.
April 20th. As dawn broke over the steppes, I sat in a hide skilfully hidden in a dense bed of thistles. A Long-eared
Owl had been patrolling the grassland, but it had now retired to its nest in the Holm Oak behind me. A Quail called
monotonously. A Black Kite flew over before cautiously alighting and surveying the scene for signs of danger. Then,
reassured that no predator was lurking, it alighted on the bait and began to wrench off morsels of flesh. It was quickly
joined by six or seven other kites and they bickered and squabbled over the carcass. Suddenly the kites left in a
flurry of brown wings as four huge Griffon Vultures and a gigantic adult Black Vulture landed close to the remains of
the rabbit. There was a clear pecking order. The Black Vulture ate its fill and retired to a nearby rock. The Griffons
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hissed and bubbled as they consumed the fragments that were left. A Raven and several Black Kites returned to
clear up any disregarded morsels. As I left the hide and walked back to my car, I was absolutely elated. What a way
to spend the morning on Easter Sunday!
April 23rd. The finca lies in the rolling hills, clothed with a rich cloak of Holm oak. Glistening coffee-coloured cattle,
roe deer and wild boar feed beneath the ancient oaks and a crystal clear stream cuts its way through the heart of the
property. This is classic dehesa country, a form of agriculture that has existed unchanged for centuries, allowing man
and nature to live in close harmony. The famous jamon iberico of Exremadura is produced from the black pigs that
feed on the acorns in the dehesa. Every twelve years or so the land between the carefully spaced trees can produce
a cereal crop, usually wheat or oats. The trees, many of which are hundreds of years old are full of holes and crevices, offering nesting sites for a huge variety of birds. Woodlarks and Azure-winged Magpies frequent the glades. It is
a wonderful ecosystem and we feel privileged to have been granted access to enjoy its many secrets and delights.
April 25th. The silver-grey bird quartered the gently rolling field of oats with wings held in a shallow dihedral. As it
twisted and turned, we could see the black bars and the rich red brown markings that made it a male Montagu’s Harrier. A larger, much darker, bird with a startling white rump suddenly rose from a rocky patch and climbed steeply into
the air. The male immediately chattered and followed the female high above the breeding site. At the apex of their
steep climb, the female rolled over onto her back and for a brief moment the pair almost touched their bright yellow
talons in mid-air. They were practising their spectacular food pass over the nest site that would soon contain eggs.
The female dropped down towards the nest site and disappeared. The male plunged and rolled in an ecstatic sky
dance for several moments, diving down towards the nest site and then rocketing upwards again. An extremely rare
bird in Britain with only a handful of breeding attempts each year, Montagu’s Harriers can be encountered nesting in
loose colonies in cereal fields across this part of central Spain.
April 26th. It was dank and dreary at dawn this morning. The
low cloud lay heavily across the steppes and there was drizzle in the air. Far out on the meadow, almost a third of a mile
away, ten Great Bustards were in attendance at their communal leck. The males are huge, beautifully plumaged birds
with a unique breeding display. They raise their brightly
barred tales in a colourful fan, strut proudly around showing
off their white wing flashes and, at the very height of the display, they almost turn themselves inside out, quivering their
white plumage in a pulsating manner. They can easily be
seen for a very great distance. The dowdier females seem
almost hypnotised by this epic display. Only the wildest and most undisturbed steppe areas of Europe still hold Great
Bustards populations now and they have been in decline even in some these strongholds for many years. These
iconic birds are fiercely protected here and draw birdwatchers from across the continent.
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Spanish holiday continued: John Tinning
April 29th. The open dehesa is the preferred habitat of a rare bird of prey, the Black-winged or Black-shouldered
Kite. These common names are so confusing! This species has only recently colonized Iberia from north Africa
and, although increasing in numbers and spreading northwards, it remains an extremely rare bird. Today was a
red-letter day and we found two individuals perched on a dead tree within easy distance of the road. A slight orange tinge to the breast and scaly margins to the feathers on the mantle indicated that these were juveniles, just
fledged from a nearby nest which we also located high in a nearby tree. For almost two hours we watched these
delicate raptors preening, flying and eating items of prey. Their large heads and dark masks gave them a curious
owl-like quality. Their buoyant flight, often with raised wings appeared almost like that of a harrier. Super birds!
May 4th. The last few days have been hot and sunny. The rough lane that runs past the end of the back garden is
rutted in places and where moisture lingers the Barn Swallow population of the village has been obtaining the
building materials for their nests. In return for photographic opportunities, we have ensured that their source does
not fail, by topping up the small puddles with tapwater. It has been delightful to stand just a few yards away and
watch as they gather pellets of mud for their nests which are under construction under eaves, on balconies and in
outbuildings right in every corner of the village. The nests must be nearing completion for the birds are now starting to collect fine pieces of grass and straw, which they tug out of the mud, presumably to supply a warm lining for
the eggs and chicks. I observed two interesting pieces of behaviour at the mud collection site: one bird went into
sunbathing mode just like a blackbird in our garden border with tail fanned and a vacant glaze in its eye for several
minutes. Another bird landed and sang a twittering song to another bird on the ground. They are a charming addition to any house and garden.
May 13th. A maelstrom of House Martins wheeled and banked, swooped and climbed in the airspace above and
below the bridge over the mighty river gorge. I could not begin to count them: there were thousands of them and
they made one feel dizzy just watching them. Occasionally a sinister Black Kite, sailing past on the lookout for
dead fish, made the flock momentarily cease its endless patrol of the skies, but only for a few seconds. A handsome pair of Red-rumped Swallows, several Crag Martins and then a Swift briefly joined the throng. Suddenly
three huge Swifts, flying at incredible speed, seared past me, screeching as they did so. They dived under the
bridge and then soared skywards in a breathtaking chase. As they banked, I saw the white belly patches and knew
that I had been privileged to have seen Alpine Swifts again in one of their mountain homes. Once I got my eye in, I
could easily recognize their scimitar-shaped wings and their rapid flight. They really are the thoroughbreds of the
hirundine world.
May 14th. Sometimes the natural world takes you by surprise. No matter how experienced and knowledgeable you
might think you are, Mother Nature bowls you a googly, a curved ball, something unplayable that skittles you completely. There we were, back in a favourite spot at the edge of a reed bed, photographing marshland birds. There
was a strong wind blowing straight off the Gredos and we shivered with cold in the early light. A dapper, sobersuited Night Heron with a redcurrant eye, flew with a direct and purposeful flightline and was duly immortalised by
a deluge of pixels and the rattle of motordrives. Purple Herons, White Storks, Little Bitterns, Cattle Egrets, Little
Egrets and a Gull-billed Tern brought us similar delight and all was simple and straightforward until it happened.
My friend John hissed a single word, “Otter”. A sinuous dark shape, unmistakable, rolled in the water and dived
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just twenty five metres in front of us. We waited,
hardly daring to breathe, with cameras poised. Seconds passed slowly. Then nothing! The elusive otter
had vanished into the reedbed as effortlessly as it
had arrived. Our eyes searched the margin in vain. It
had gone and I hadn’t got a single frame, but it didn’t
matter a jot. I had seen my first European Otter in the
wild and my day was complete.
May 19th. On the long drive north to the ferry port, we
amused ourselves bird watching and trying to add to
the long list of species that we had recorded in the
south. During the last five weeks we have learned
much and a Short-toed Eagle, hovering over a strip of maquis with legs lowered looking for snakes, is still magnificent but no longer a jolt to the system. Bee-eaters calling high over a mountain meadow are still exciting,but now a
familiar sight. A Griffon Vulture rocketing down a mountain side in the Cantabrian Alps pursued by a beautiful darkphase Booted Eagle made our pulses beat faster, but we have been watching both species on a daily basis for a
long time now. Strangely, two of the four new birds we encountered on our journey are everyday birds at home: a
Song Thrush well-spotted in the limestone mountains where we stayed overnight and a Skylark that rose from a field
of wheat as we drove past were both novelties. The final two were far from it. Along a secret little road, our friends
found and showed us no less than five male Red-backed Shrikes, newly arrived from Africa and embarking on nest
building. A male fed a scaly-breasted female in a small tree at the side of the lane. And finally a superb male Hen
Harrier, chased by a Carrion Crow, shone silvery grey against a green mountain side. What a finale to wonderful trip!

Useful Web Sites:
Botanical society of Britain & Ireland

www.bsbi.org.uk

Leicestershire & Rutland Wildlife Trust

www.lrwt.org.uk

Rutland Natural History

www.rnhs.org.uk

The Leicestershire and Rutland ornithological society

www.lros.org.uk

www.plantlife.org.uk
www.naturespot.org.uk
www.ispot.org.uk
www.societyofbiology.org/regional-activity
www.leicester.gov.uk/yourcouncil-services/ep/planningconservation/biodiversity/
bioblitz/
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Breeding Bird Survey: Russell Parry
I have been surveying a 1km square for this nationwide

project for the last 17 years. It is organised by the British Trust for Ornithology (BTO) in partnership with the
Joint Nature Conservation Council and the Royal Society for the Protection of Birds. It is a very straightfor-

with this species’ spread across the country.
Wood Pigeon – the most consistently numerous species, though numbers have steadily increased to 59 in
2012.

ward and undemanding undertaking, requiring just two

Blue and Great Tits have remained very steady over

visits per year in early and late Spring, each taking less

the 17 years. Sometimes I still have trouble distinguish-

than two hours. It is more suited to those people that

ing these two by their various calls.

awake early (Larks) than those who come to life in the
evening (Owls). In the square in Birstall, which I work, a
secure familiarity with bird songs and calls is essential,

In the early days a Skylark was heard, but not in the
last 12 years.

because hedges, fences and walls severely restrict

Willow Warbler used to be a regular, but now I am

visibility.

lucky if I hear one every other year.

The method is to follow two parallel paths across the

Wrens must be the easiest bird to survey with their

square noting all the birds heard or seen. Each transect

loud, distinctive, trilling song. The disadvantage is that

should take around 45 minutes, and this should remain

it can be difficult to distinguish anything else once they

consistent for each visit in order to establish longer

get going. Their numbers have remained constant.

term trends in populations. To help the observer count
accurately, each transect is divided into five 200 metre
sections, each of these being further divided into parallel areas of increasing distances from the route. Report-

In 2002, 176 Starlings were counted. In more recent
years counts were in single figures, but the last 2 years
have seen a slight increase.

ing the findings takes about 40 minutes using a very

Blackbird numbers have remained constant, but an-

user friendly on-line programme.

other garden regular, the Robin, has shown a steady

The BTO stores and sorts the results and the observer

increase over the years.

can access all past years. This data accumulates into

This survey is just one of many different types run by

some fascinating information. For me the most produc-

the BTO to provide strong data to inform bird conserva-

tive years so far in terms of the number of species and

tion. For me it is thoroughly engaging to be able to do

the total number of birds were 2002 and 2003. Here are

two surveys concurrently – birds by ear and plants by

some of the trends from the Birstall square which in-

eye!

cludes the Great Central Railway terminal, a golf
course and finishes on the Thurcaston Road.
Peacock (Indian Peafowl) first appeared in a garden on
the Thurcaston Road in 2005 and has been recorded
every year since. This year both male, in the full glory
of breeding plumage, and female were on the pavement as rush hour traffic started to flow.
Little Egret – just one sighted so far in 2012, consistent
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Liz Loosmore, 1924- 2014: by Jan Dawson
Long-term members of the Section will be saddened to

Always interested in natural history and with expertise

learn of the death of Liz Loosmore at her son’s home in

in both birds and flowers, Liz Joined the LLPS (NHS) in

Wragby, Lincolnshire on1st of April. She was 90 and

1971. She became its Secretary in 1977, a post she

had had some health problems, which she was facing

filled most efficiently for 20 years. She used to set test-

with her characteristic courage and stoicism.

ing literary quizzes to follow our A.G.Ms (she was a

Liz had lead a very full and interesting life– working first
as a physiotherapist in Wales and then marrying Glynn,
who was sent as District Commissioner to Northern
Rhodesia and after U.D.I., to Tanganyika. Returning to
the United Kingdom, the Loosmores settled down to

great reader) and wrote up the doings of the various
inhabitants of her garden at Roundhill Road for our
Newsletter. It was here she hosted our committee
meetings, with Glynn handing round mulled wine at half
time! Good times to remember.

family life in Leicester, though this still included plenty
of foreign travel, especially to their beloved France.

An extract from Liz Loosmore’s article from Newsletter Number 44, Spring 1987
showing her passion for observing nature in her garden
“There has been snow over the weekend and the morning of Monday January 12th was very cold and crisp, the brilliant sun making the snow sparkle. All the morning the resident blackbirds had been keeping up an incessant ‘jinking’
and I wondered what was making them so noisy and agitated. I went out into the garden a few times and made a
circuit round the house looking for a cat or, perhaps an owl, but I saw nothing unusual. Then, just before lunch, a
large brown bird flew low across the garden and crash-landed in the soft snow under an apple tree. It was a woodcock!! I had a good view of it through my binoculars and then, infuriatingly, the telephone rang and when I came back
to the window the bird had disappeared.”

Woodcock migrate in the winter to milder areas in the Southwest and
can end up in surprising places if they drop out en route.

All the beautiful photos of Woodcock courtesy of John Hawkins
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